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Sail away to another time! The Seven Seas Calendar will take you to the last reaches of natural

beauty, solitude and silence. Anchor at islands with names like Orkney, Tonga and Huahine. Sail

away to where there is only sea and sun, and the night sky thick with stars. Nautical charts enhance

each journey to hidden coves and magical archipelagos.31st year as North America's #1 sailing

calendarHighest quality, suitable for framing 38 Color Illustrations
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A lot of good pictures this year. I've been buying this calendar for over five years now and I would

put this one near the top for quality of the pictures and the excellent mix of "action" and "serene"

shots.

I have been getting this calendar for years! Beautiful photography of far off places and ships, and

the maps that underlay the calendar part are awesome. I always like to see where in the world the

image was captured. High quality on all levels.

More a question than a review: Is this calendar made of "stiffer" paper than the 2014 calendar? The

2014 paper was so flimsy that when hung on the center hole the top sides of the image flopped over

and down. I've been buying this calendar for many years and have enjoyed photographs very much.

However if it can't hang properly well, perhaps it's time to move on.



Boo. Great pics, but is not for 2016!! I made the stupid assumption that all calendars for sale in

December 2015 would be for the following calendar year (like in the store). I didn't catch the mistake

until i was wrapping it as a gift on Christmas Eve. Do not buy!!

To call this calendar merely gorgeous would be to damn with faint praise ! Every month is a Jimmy

Buffet fantasy brought to life except maybe the one where it's raining but then what better place to

be on a rainy day than a cozy cabin in a snug harbor.Ferenc Mate shows once again that he is a

true Renaissance man with a rare talent as photographer, writer, ship builder, wine maker and god

knows what else, but me thinks before all that he was a sailor.

WOW! I've had this calendar on my wall for over 2 decades and this might just be the best yet. The

places are so romantic, the boats beautiful - makes you want to pack up and go sailing. If only I

could be on that gorgeous little boat in the November shot. Thank you for letting me dream. I also

thought the paper in last year's was a bit pliable but this years's is much heavier, more stiff. it hangs

beautifully - I'll be framing a few. The colors are almost 3D.

I just got my 2015 calendar and the pictures look amazing! Saw someone else mention the paper

thickness, and it hangs fine. I think the paper is thicker than last year's. Excellent quality--love the

shots for June and Feb.

Nice sized calendar, and beautiful pictures. I like the generous sized boxes for each date so I can

write in the squares. The watermark of map background is a little distracting, but not awful.
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